Required Supplies Include...
Bring these supplies to specific classes as listed. Supplies can be left in classes once set up.

- 2 - 1 inch binders [Math & Science]
- 2 - Packs of loose leaf paper [Math & Science]
- 1 - Pack of graph paper [Math]
- 1 - Pack of 8 binder tabs [Math]
- 1 - Scientific Calculator (if possible) [Math]
- 4 - Folders [Science, ELA, Social Studies, Advisory]
- 2 - Composition Notebooks [ELA & Advisory]
- 1 - Notebook [Social Studies]
- 1 - Box of Kleenex [Advisory]

Additional Required Supplies for Multiple Classes
Please keep these supplies in a backpack or pencil case for use in all classes...

- 2 - Pairs of Headphones (one pair + backup)
- 1 - Pencil Case
- 4 - Packs of Pencils (for use throughout the school year)
- 2 - Glue sticks
- 1 - Pack of Colored Pencils
- 2 - Highlighters

Optional Supplies Include...

- 1 Small Scissors
- Reusable Water Bottle
- Flash Drive
- Additional Composition Notebooks (potentially for seminars)
- Markers

**Depending on seminar selection, additional supplies (notebook or binder) may be needed. Students taking dance should bring active clothing.**